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Late Ming has more prevalent tourism ethos in the period of Chinese history, 
which is one performance of a large number of tourist literature, that provides 
important information and the basis for our understanding of the political, economic, 
travel conditions. The late Ming tourism covers social classes and strata, but the 
Scholar-official group is one of the main force.   
This article choose to sort out all kinds of historical data with traditional 
historical research methods for spindle, interpretting the subjective travel motivation 
from the four aspects of culture attracts, the landscape of the good, social friends and 
religious beliefs in the late Ming. Comfortable tourism activity needs to be planned 
and preparated the choice of tourism destination, the choice of tourism time, tourism 
preparation and playmate invitation and so on. Even if you are ready to do the detailed 
planning and carry everything needed before you travel, the accommodation，
transportation and played content is still needed to be considered and pay attention to 
in the process of travel. Tourism activities of Scholar-officials has far-reaching 
influence on later generations in late Ming . On the one hand it promoted the 
development of the basic industry related to tourism, lasting the tourism to economic 
ideas penetrate deep and making tourism activity towards commercialization 
economic significance; Tourism activities on the other hand also raised the awareness 
of tourism landscape, enhancing the appeal of tourism landscape.  
This article takes " tourism activities of Scholar-officials in the late Ming dynasty 
" as the research object, discussing the procedural discourse of scholar-bureaucrat 
tourism activities comprehensively and systematically , hoping to explore its effect on 
the society at that time and present its travel content, travel, and travel. 
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第二节   研究综述 
中国旅游史研究始于 20 世纪 30 年代。1935 年江绍源先生著《中国古代旅
行之研究》④，揭开中国旅游史研究的序幕。但直至 20 世纪 80 年代，旅游史研
究才真正有所发展，从这一时期开始，学术界对中国旅游史做了一些基础性的研
究工作。专著方面，较早的成果有胡世健和张敦仁的《华夏旅游史话》⑤、陈颖
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